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LET h : K-+ M and k : K-+ N be smooth (P) triangulations of the non-bounded manifolds 
A4 and N. Hirsch defines the differentiable structures c( and p on K induced by h and k, res- 
pectively, to be concordant if there is a differentiable structure y on K x I (compatible with 
its piecewise-linear structure) whose restrictions to K x 0 and K x 1 equal CI and fi, respec- 
tively. He has outlined in [I] a theory of obstructions to the existence of a concordance y. 
It follows from [3] that concordance of CI and /l is equivalent to the existence of a 
combinatorial deformation between the combinatorial equivalence f = kh-l : M-r N and a 
diffeomorphism. This means that there exist piecewise-smooth triangulations (not 
necessarily level preserving) 
I;:KxI+MxI and ~“:KxI+NxI 
whose restrictions to K x 0 equal h and k, respectively, such that k”h-’ ) (A4 x I) is a 
diffeomorphism. (A combinatorial equivalence is, strictly speaking, not a mapfbut a triple 
(K,h,k); referring tofas a combinatorial equivalence is an abuse of notation we sometimes 
find convenient.) 
On the other hand, we have defined a notionof whenf is smoothabletoadiffeomorphism; 
this notion is apriori weaker than the requirement thatfbe combinatorially deformable to a 
diffeomorphism. (See 3.10 of [5].) We have constructed a theory of first-order and higher- 
order obstructions to the existence of a smoothing off [2, 51. Each of the two obstruction 
theories seems to have its unique insights, so that settling the differences between them has 
become an issue. 
Our purpose here is to prove the following: 
THEOREM 2.2. If’f may be smoothed to a dzyeomorphism mod L, \+there h- ‘(L) is a sztb- 
complex of K, then given any neighborhood V of L, f may be combinatorily deformed to a 
combinatorial equivalence g : M -+ N which is a d@eomorphism outside U. The converse holds 
as Izlell; the theosem also holds if the combinatorial deformation is required to be strong (i.e. 
level-preserving). 
.I The author is an Alfred P. Sloan Research Follow. 
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At first glance, one might wonder whether g could be constructed to be a diffeo- 
morphism on M - L rather than on M - U. This is in fact impossible, for elementary argu- 
ments show that any function which is piecewise-differentiable on M and differentiable on 
M - L is necessarily differentiable on all of M. 
The proof of the theorem involves the notion of a smooth cell decomposition of a mani- 
fold M. This is defined to be a regular cell complex whose topological space is M, such that 
each closed m-cell is smooth in the sense that it lies in a smooth open m-dimensional sub- 
manifold of M; these submanifolds are to intersect transversally (in the sense of 5.3 of 
[5] or 10.10 of [6]). If h : K -+ M is a smooth triangulation, the simplicial decomposition of 
Kinduces a smooth cell decomposition of M, but the standard dual cell decomposition of K 
does not. We prove in 1.4 that it is possible to modify h so as to obtain a smooth triangula- 
tion h’ : K + M under which the dual cells do induce a smooth cell decomposition of M. In 
fact, we construct h’ so that each set h’(f) intersects each set h’(o) orthogonally, with respect 
to suitably chosen coordinate systems on M; here g is the general simplex of K and z is the 
general dual cell. Furthermore, we also construct a smooth isotopy h, connecting lz and h’; 
this is a map h, : K x Z-t M such that 11, is a smooth triangulation for each t, h, is smooth 
on each set 5 x I, and h,, = h and h, = h’. In addition, it happens that lz, satisfies the con- 
dition h,(o) = h(a) for each simplex G of K and each t. The construction is carried out in 
$1; it requires considerable care but is elementary in nature; it seems to us of some in- 
dependent interest. 
The new triangulation h’ has the following advantage for smoothing purposes: In 
general, if we take the combinatorial equivalencefand smooth it to a diffeomorphism mod 
L, the smoothed map ft will not preserve the simplicial structures of M and N induced by 
h and k; in fact, the sets f,h(C) will not even be smooth cells in N. Suppose however that 
we replace h and k by the special triangulations h’ and k’ and start to smooth f' = k’(h’)-I. 
We find that at each stage the smoothed map may be chosen to carry the smooth cell h’(z) 
onto the smooth cell k’(z), so that it preserves the new dual cell structures of M and N (but 
not the new simplicial structures, of course). This result is proved in 2.1; one uses the fact 
that the dual cells are not only smooth but also orthogonal to the simplices they intersect. 
The theorem follows readily; we sketch its proof in the case where L is empty. Since f is 
combinatorially deformable tof ‘, and f may be smoothed to a diffeomorphism, f ‘may also be 
smoothed to a diffeomorphism, say g (by 2.5 and 3.2 of [5]). As just noted, we may choose g 
so that it carries each dual cell h’(z) onto k’(z). Consider the two smooth triangulations 
h’:K-+Mandg-‘k’:K-+M. Using techniques of J. H. C. Whitehead, we can find a 
subdivision K’ of K and a smooth triangulation h” : K’ -+ M such that the composite 
4 = (g-‘k’)-‘h” : K-F K is piecewise linear, such that h” is smoothlyisotopic toh’ : K’ + M, 
and such that h’(z) = h”(z) for each dual cell z. Here we use crucially the fact that the dual 
cells are smooth. (See 10.9 and 10.12 of [6].) It is easy to show that Q, is piecewise linearly 
isotopic to the identity, using the Alexander construction for deforming a piecewise linear 
homeomorphism of a combinatorial ball into the identity map. The theorem follows: f is 
combinatorially deformable to f '; f' = k’(h’)-’ is combinatorially deformable to k’(h”-’ ; 
and (since 4 is piecewise linearly isotopic to the identity) k’(h”)- ’ is combinatorially deform- 
able to k’$(h”)-’ = g. 
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As one consequence of the theorem, we have the following: 
COROLLARY 2.4. The following statements are equivalent: 
(0) There exists a dzjkomorphism g :M --f N carrying each dual cell h’(z) onto k'(7). 
(1) f is smoothable to a dlfiomorphism. 
(I a) f is smoothable to a diffeomorphism g satisfying (0). 
(2) f is combinatorially deformable to a d@omorphism. 
(2a) f is strongly combinatorially d<formable to a d@eomorphism g sati.yfying (0); 
the deformation (h”, 6) may be chosen so that 6 is the trivial extension h x i of h. 
(3) do is concordant to fi. 
(3a) There is a concordance y betlc’ecn CC and/l such that each slice K x t is a d$erentiable 
submanifold of (K x I), . 
Proof, Consider the following chains of implications: (2a)* (la)+-(l) and (2a)* 
(3a) =P (3) =S (2) 3 (1) =S (0) + (2a). It is a consequence of the definition that (2a) => (la) 
and (2) + (1) : If F : h4 x I -+ N x I is a combinatorial deformation between f and g, we may 
extend F trivially to G : M x R -+ N x R. Then G is a deformation mod M x (- co, I] 
betweenfand g, so that g is a smoothing off, by Definition 1.4 of [5]. 
The implications (I a) =P (1) and (3a) + (3) are clear; and (2a) + (3a) follows from the 
definition: Let (h x i, I;) be the strong combinatorial deformation. The differentiable 
structure y on K x Z induced by R : K x Z -+ N x Z is the desired concordance; the induced 
structure on K x 0 is p, and on K x 1 it is CI. Since the combinatorial deformation is strong, 
each slice K x t is a differentiable submanifold of (K x Z), . 
The implication (3) + (2) as mentioned above, follows from [3]: Let y be the concord- 
ance between cc and p. Let F : (K x Z), -+ K, x I be induced by the identity map; then Fis a 
combinatorial equivalence which is a diffeomorphism on (K x 0), . By Theorem 2 of [3], 
there is a diffeomorphism G : (K x I)? --+ K, x Z which equals the identity on (K x 0), . 
(12 x i)Gj:Kx Z-+Mx Zand (k x i):Kx Z -+ N x Z is easily seen to be the desired com- 
binatorial deformation, wherej : K x I+ (K x Z), is the identity triangulation. 
The two remaining implications depend on the main theorems of the present paper, 
2.1 and 2.2 respectively; their proof is saved for later. 
The equivalence of concordance and smoothability shows that all obstructions vanish 
in Hirsch’s theory if and only if they vanish in ours. One may well ask what happens more 
generally. At the pth stage in our obstruction theory, we have a smoothing f,, : M -+ N off 
which is a diffeomorphism mod the m-skeleton L = h(K”) of M (where m = n -p); the 
obstruction to the next step is an element of S’,(M; r,). At thepth stage of Hirsch’s theory, 
he has a differentiable structure y on a neighborhood in K x Z of (K x 0) u (Kp-’ x Z) u 
(K x 1); the obstruction to the next step lies in ZP(M; I,). The isomorphism &,(M; r,) z 
ZP’(M; r,) suggests that these obstructions should be dual to one another. This we do not 
specifically prove, partly because of the technical complications involved and partly because 
Hirsch informs us that he intends to use yet another definition of his obstruction cochain in 
the detailed version of [I]. We content ourselves with showing that the first p obstructions 
vanish in one theory if and only if they vanish in the other: 
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COROLLARY 2.5. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) f may be smoothed to a diffeomorphism mod the m-skeleton h(K”) of M. 
(2) The differentiable structures CY and p on K x 0 and K x 1, respectively, may be 
extended to a d$erentiable structure on a neighborhood in K x I of (K x 0) v (KP-’ x I) v 
(K x 1). 
The implication (1) =z= (2) follows from results of the present paper; the converse depends 
on the relative version of Hirsch’s basic theorem (3.1 of [I]). 
A final corollary of our theorem has to do with the problem of imposing a compatible 
differentiable structure on a combinatorial manifold. It follows from the present paper that 
any differentiable structures on a combinatorial manifold K which are constructed by means 
of the author’s obstruction theory [4] will in fact be compatible with the piecewise linear 
structure of K. We intend to treat this elsewhere. 
$1. SMOOTH DUAL CELL DECOMPOSITIONS OF MANIFOLDS 
Throughout the paper, M will denote a differentiable manifold of dimension n which is 
non-bounded (i.e. without boundary), and 11 :K -+ A4 will denote a smooth (P) triangula- 
tion of M. The general (open) simplex of K will be denoted by 6. 
De3nition 1 .l. Let K’ be the first barycentric subdivision of K. If g is an m-simplex of 
K, the dual cell T(C) is the union of all simplices of K’ whose closures intersect CJ in precisely 
the barycenter 8 of cr; 2(o) is a combinatorial ball of dimension n - m. 
We define Z(D) to be aface of ~(0~) if ~~ is a face of rr; the collection of dual cells then 
defines a regular cell decomposition of IKl. 
Definition 1.2. Given (T, let us number the vertices of K so that CJ = u,, . . . zj, . Then 
Z(C) consists of all points b such that b, = b, = ... = b,, , and b, 2 bj for all other j, where 
the bi are the barycentric coordinates of b. Given 0 < E < 1, let C,(U) consist of all points b 
such that 6, = bI = ... = b,,, and b, > (1 - e)bj for all otherj. Then c,(c) is an (open) cell of 
dimension n - m containing r(a) and contained in the join &Lko. We will call the cells c, 
transverse cells, for convenience; c,(d) is said to be transverse to the simplex CT. We note that 
a transverse cell c,(r~,,) intersects a simplex 0 only if go is a face of o; in this case, the inter- 
section is an (open) rectilinear cell whose dimension equals dim c - dim co, [It is helpful in 
visualizing this situation to let K be a 3-manifold, CT a 2-simplex, and g0 one of its edges.] 
Definition 1.3. Let u : U -+ R” be a coordinate system about h(5) such that uh(C) is a 
closed rectilinear simplex S in R”, and uh carries each face of B onto a face of s (but uh is not 
necessarily linear). In this case, we will say simply that 0 is rectilinear under uh. 
Let c, be a transverse cell in K; let 5 be rectilinear under uh; let x be a point of c, n 0. 
We say that c, is locally orthogonal to o at x under uh if the following holds: 
There is a neighborhood U, of x in c, such that n carries uh( UJ into uh (r, n a), where rt 
is the orthogonal projection of R” onto the plane of uh(o). 
If this condition holds for each x in c, n a, we say simply that c, is orthogonal to o under 
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uh. Note that if c,(crJ is locally orthogonal at x to e under uh, so is ca(ao) (provided it con- 
tains x). 
THEOREM 1.4. Let h : K + M be a smooth triangulation of the non-bounded m manifold M. 
There exist a smooth triangulation h’ : K + M, and coordinate systems u, about h’(6) for each 
n-simplex s of K, such that 
(1) S is rectilinear under u,h’. 
(2) For some E > 0, each transverse cell c, is orthogonal to IS under u,h’, where s is 
any n-simplex of K and a is any face of s. 
(3) There is a smooth isotopy h, connecting h and h’ such that h,(a) = h(a) for each t 
and each simplex a of K. 
Proof. The proof proceeds by induction, We begin by choosing a coordinate system u, 
about h(S) satisfying (I), for each s. At the mth step of the induction, we assume that h and 
~1~ are given such that S is rectilinear under u,h, and such that for each simplex cr for which 
dim 0 < m, each coordinate system u, (for which s has e as a face), and each transverse cell 
c,, c, is orthogonal to d under u,h. (Initially, this condition is trivially satisfied for m = 1.) 
Step 1. We apply Lemma 1.7, which follows. Given the m-simplex 0, choose an n- 
simplex s(e) having 0 as a face; denote the corresponding coordinate system u,(,,) by u,. 
Choose 6 < E; then alter h to h’ by a smooth isotopy, so that each transverse cell c, is orth- 
ogonal to e under u,h’. Since h(a,) = h’(a,) for every simplex cr,, each d is still rectilinear 
under u,h’. Since h’ is equal to h within a neighborhood of the m - 1 skeleton of K, the 
induction hypothesis is still satisfied if we replace h by h’. Since h’ equals h outside a 
neighborhood of the open simplex 0, we may carry out this construction for each m-simplex 
independently. Let the resulting new triangulation be denoted by h”. So far we have altered 
the triangulation only; now we alter the coordinate systems. 
Step 2. Now we apply Lemma 1.8. Let s be an n-simplex of K; let cr be an m-dimen- 
sional face of s; let y < 6. Using the fact that each c, is orthogonal to cr under u,h”, we may 
alter u, to a coordinate system u: so that each cy is orthogonal to e under uih”. (No alteration 
of u, is required, of course, ifs = s(o).) Since uLh”(a,) = u,h”(a,) for each face crO of s, I is 
still rectilinear under u:h”. Since ui is equal to u, in a neighborhood of !z”(K(~-~)), each 
transverse cell c6 is still orthogonal to each face of s of dimension less than m under uih”. 
Finally, since us is equal to u, outside a neighborhood of the open simplex h”(a), we may 
carry out this construction independently for each m-face 0 of s. Let the resulting coordi- 
nate system be denoted by ui. The induction hypothesis is then satisfied with m replaced 
by m -?- 1, h by h”, E by y, and u, by u: for each s. 
The theorem follows by induction. 
THEOREM 1.5. If h’ : K-, M is a smooth triangulation satisfying (1) and (2) of the pre- 
ceding theorem, the images h’(z) of the dual cells of Kform a smooth cell decomposition of M. 
(The converse is probably true also, but we shall not prove it.) 
Proof. Let u, be as in 1.4. For each T, the corresponding transverse cell c, is an open cell 
containing T; let N, = h’(c,). We need only prove that the sets N, are smooth submanifolds 
of M and that they intersect ransversally. 
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Let x be a point of an m-simplex rr of K. Now K lies in some Rq; we may suppose 5 lies 
in the plane R" x 0 of Rq. Choose an n-simplex s of which IZJ is a face, so that u, is a coor- 
dinate system about h’(5); we may suppose that u&‘(5) lies in the plane Rm x 0 of R". Let 
pS be the trivial extension of ush’ IiF to a diffeomorphism of 15 x RnR"-" into R" x R"-". Then 
ps’u,, restricted to a neighborhood of h’(x), is a coordinate system about h’(x), and the 
composite p; ‘u,h’ is the identity map of 5 x 0 onto itself. We show there is a neighborhood 
V of h’(x) in A4 such that for each N, containing h’(x), the coordinate system pS1uS carries 
Vn N, onto an open subset of a plane in R". This proves 1.5. 
Let c, be a transverse cell of dimension r, containing x. By hypothesis, there is a neigh- 
borhood U, of x in c, such that orthogonal projection rc of R" onto R" x 0 carries u,h’(U,) 
into yh’(c, n a). Then pi ‘u,h’(U,) must lie in (c, n rr) x R"-". Since c, n cr is a rectilinear 
cell of dimension m - n + r, p; lu, carries h’(U,.) into a plane of dimension r in R"; since U, 
is open in the r-cell c, , the image is open in this plane. 
There is one such neighborhood U, for each transverse cell c, containing x. Choose a 
neighborhood V of h’(x) small enough that for each such c, , (h’)-‘(V) n c, lies in the corres- 
ponding neighborhood U, . This choice of V satisfies our requirements. 
The geometric constructions underlying the proof of Theorem 1.4. 
LEMMA 1.6. Let h : K + M be a smooth triangulation; let u : U+ R” be a coordinate 
system such that 5 is rectilinear under uh. Let oO be a face of o. If c, is a transverse cell which 
is orthogonal under uh to aO, and if 6 < E, then cd is locally orthogonal under uh to o, at points 
of o sufliciently near CT,, (i.e., lying in some neighborhood W of oO in IKI). 
Proof. Let dim cr = m; let dim o0 = m, . Let g = uh. For each x in g(c, n a& let P, 
denote the n - m, plane orthogonal to g(o,J at x. By hypothesis, there is a neighborhood U, 
of c, n oO in c, such that g(U,) lies in the space which is the union of the planes P,. In fact 
g(U,) is open in this space, since this space is a non-bounded manifold whose dimension is 
that of c,. Hence we may assume that U, is so chosen that g(U,) intersects each plane P, 
in a spherical neighborhood B, of x in P, . We shall prove that c, is locally orthogonal to CJ 
under g at each point of c, n o lying in U, . Then since E, c c, , we may choose a neighbor- 
hood W of e0 such that W n c, n o lies in U, ; it follows that W satisfies the demands of the 
lemma. 
Let rc denote orthogonal projection of R” onto the plane of g(o). Let U consist of those 
points y of U, such that rrg(y) lies in g(a). Then U is open in U, and contains U,, n c, n a; 
it will suffice to prove that zg(U) lies in g(c, n o). Let y belong to U. Then g(y) lies in g(UJ 
and hence in some spherical neighborhood B, . Let z = rcg(y); z lies in g(a) by hypothesis. 
Since the triangle joining .g(y), z, and x has a right angle at z, z necessarily lies in B, ; thus 
z = rcg(y) lies in g( U,,) also. Hence rrg(y) lies in g( U,, n o), which is contained in g(c, n a). 
LEMMA 1.7. Let h : K + M be a smooth triangulation. 5’uppose that for each m-simplex 
o of K there is a coordinate system u, about h(o) such that 5 is rectilinear under u,,h, and such 
that each transverse cell c, of K is orthogonal under u,h to each proper face of o. Given 6 c E, 
there is a smooth triangulation h’ : K --, M smoothly isotopic to h such that each cd is orthogonal 
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under u,h’ to o. The map h’ equals h in a neighborhood of the m - 1 skeleton of K and outside 
a given neighborhood of the open simplex o. If h, is the isotopy, h,(ao) = h(a,) for every 
simplex u0 of K, and each t. 
ProoJ: We shall construct a homeomorphism f' of [RI onto itself which carries each 
closed simplex of K diffeomorphically onto itself; given a neighborhood ofthe open simplex 
rs, we will choose f’ so that it equals the identity outside this neighborhood and inside some 
neighborhood of Bd CT. The triangulation 12’ will be defined as the composite hf’. 
Let BP be the complex which is the join of Lk 0 with a point q. (p = n - m). If we take 
5 x BP and identify each set 5 x y to a point, where y is in Lk o = Bd BP, we obtain a 
homeomorph of ‘si g. More specifically, let 0 I t _< 1, let XE 5, and let y E Lk C. Define 
C$ : if x BP +a u by the equation 
Cj5(x,tq + (1 - t>y> = tx + (I - t)y. 
Then 4 induces the described decomposition of 3 x BP. More than that, 5 x BP is a recti- 
linear cell complex, $ carries each cell differentiably onto a simplex of % o, and $-’ is 
differentiable on S - Lk 0, for each n-simplex s of si 6. It will be convenient for us to obtain 
f’ by defining first a homeomorphism f of 0 x BP with itself and then lettingf ‘equal Qf4-‘. 
Henceforth we assume that BP lies in RP and is the join of the origin with a combina- 
torialp - 1 sphere, and that 5 is a rectilinear simplex in R”. Then 0 x BY c R” x RP = R”. 
We also assume that u,h(a) lies in R” x 0 c R”. 
Let g be the following composite, defined in a neighbourhood of @ x 0: 
c?xBP9-- +Sta:MzR”. 
The restriction of g to 5 x 0 induces a map of 5 --f R” which we denote by go . 
We now translate the local orthogonality part of the hypothesis into a condition on the 
map g. It is easily checked that the sets c, n St o and (c, n 0) *Lk o coincide within some 
neighborhood of C, for all transverse cells c, . This implies that the sets $-‘(c, n St a) and 
c$-‘((c, n a) *Lk a) coincide within a neighborhood of 0 x 0 in 0 x BP. The latter set equals 
(c, n a) x BP. As a result, the condition that c, be locally orthogonal to r~ under uh at the 
point x of c, n a is equivalent to the following condition: 
(*) There is a neighborhood V of(x, 0) in (c, n 6) x BP such that g(V) lies in gO(c, n o) x 
RP. 
By the hypothesis of the lemma and 1.6, we know there is a neighborhood WI of Bd a 
such that this condition holds with c, replaced by c,, for each transverse cell cg and each 
point x of c, n 0 lying within WI . 
We will construct he homeomorphismfof ~7 x BP onto itself to satisfy the following 
conditions :
(a) f equals the identity outside a given neighborhood N of G x 0 and inside some neigh- 
borhood of Bd o x 0, and on o x 0 itself: 
(b) f is smoothly isotopic to the identity; the isotopy fr is a difSeomorphism of each closed 
cell of 5 x BP onto itselffor each t. 
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(c) For any transverse cell c, and any x in c, n 6, there is a neighborhood V of (x, 0) in 
(ca A a) x BP such that gf( V) lies in g,Jc, n o) x Rp. 
It is easily checked that this choice off will suffice to prove our lemma. 
Construction off. Let us express the map g in coordinates by the equation 
g(x,z) = (X(x,z), Z(x,z)), 
where x and X are in R”, and z and Z are in RP. If z is in BP, let us define 8, : ~7 + R” by the 
equation 0,(x) = X(x,z). Since aXj&x(x,z) is continuous, f3= is a good C’ approximation to 
O0 when z is small. Hence 8, is a diffeomorphism if z is small, say JJzJJ < 6, ; 0, = go, of 
course. 
Let us define x(x,2) = e;‘f&(x) whenever I(z\[ < 6, and e,(x) lies in 8,(o). The map x 
has the following properties : 
(0 J$dx,4,4 = ~(x,O>. 
(ii) x(x,0) = x. 
(iii) x(x,z) is a C” function on the intersection of its domain with each closed cell of 
5 x BP. 
Property (i) follows from the computation X(x(x,z),z) = &(x(x,z)) = 0,(x) = X(x,0). 
Property (ii) is trivial; property (iii) follows once we note that the map (x,z) --, (x(x,z),z) is 
the composite of (x,z) --) (X(O,z),z) and the inverse of (x,z) + (X(x,z),z). 
Choose a neighborhood W, of Bd o such that FVz c W, ; choose E,, so that (x,z) lies in 
N whenever x is in c - W, and l/z/l < aO. Choose an s1 < 6, so that when l/z/l < Q, the set 
8,(c) contains all of &(a - IV,). (This is possible; see 3.11 (b) of [6].) Then x(x,z) is defined 
and belongs to c when l[zj[ < s1 and x is in B - W2 . 
Let y(x) be a C” function on R” such that 0 I y(x) < 1, y(x) = 1 in a neighborhood of 
0 - WI, and y(x) = 0 in a neighborhood of i7z and outside cr. 
Let /I(t) be a C” real function such that 0 _< j(t) I 1, P(t) = 1 in a neighborhood of 
t I: 0 and j?(t) = 0 in a neighborhood of t 2 1. 
Let M < min (sO ,.sl); a further requirement on o! is given later. We then may define 
x,(x,z) = x + tB(llzllI4 r(x)Mx,z) - xl, 
for all (x,z) in R” x RP, since the coefficient of x(x,z) - x vanishes when x is not defined. 
We define 
ft(x,z) = (x*(x,z),z), 
and check that if c( is small, the mapf=fi satisfies (a)-(c). To check this, we first compute 
where in the last term x and x are written as row matrices. Both expressions in brackets are 
uniformly small when x is small, since the map x + x(x,z) is a good C’ approximation to 
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the identity when z is small. (0, is a good C’ approximation to 8,) so 0;’ is a good C’ 
approximation to e;‘, and x(x,z) = 8;‘6, is a good Cl approximation to the identity. See 
3.7 of [6].) The other factors are bounded independent of c(. Choose tl small enough that 
&,/ax is non-singular for all x and z. 
For any z, the map x + x,(x,z) carries 5 into R”; it equals the identity on Bd 0 and is a 
local homeomorphism on 6. By 8.2 of [2], it is a homeomorphism of 0 with itself. Hencef, 
is a diffeomorphism of each closed cell of 5 x BP with itself, for each t, so that (b) holds. 
Condition (a) is easy to check, but condition (c) requires some work. 
Let c, be a transverse cell, and let x0 be a point of c6 n G. First, suppose x0 is not in WI . 
Then y(x) = 1 in a neighborhood of x0, so that x1(x, z) = &,z) for x in this neighborhood 
and z small. Hence in a neighborhood of (x0 ,O), 
gf(x,z) = s(x(x,z),z) = (X(x,z),Z(x,z)) = (Nx,O),Z(x,z)). 
If (x,z) lies in this neighborhood of (x, ,O) and x lies in c, n (T, then gf(x,z) lies in 
gO(ca n a) x RP, as desired. 
Likewise, if x,, is in wz there is no problem, sincef(x,z) equals the identity in a neigh- 
borhood of (x,,,O). 
Finally, suppose x0 is in WI - F2. We first show that there is a neighborhood Q of 
(x0 ,0) in (c, n a) x BP which the map (x,z) --t x(x,z) carries into c, n 0. To verify this, note 
that the map (x,z) + (X(x,2), Z(x,z)) carries some such neighborhood Q, into gO(ca n o) x 
RP, by hypothesis. Then the map (x,z) --, (X(x,z),z) = (&(x),z) also carries Ql into 
gO(ca n a) x RP; if Q, is small it is a homeomorphism on Q, . Since Q, and gO(cd n o) x RP 
are manifolds of the same dimension, the image of Q, under this map is necessarily open in 
gO(ca n a) x RP. Hence the composite of (x,z) + (X(x,O),z) and the inverse of (x,2) A 
(X(x,z),z), that is, the map (x,z) --f (x(x,z),z), carries some neighborhood Q of (x0,0) 
in (cd n g) x BPinto (ca n a) x BP, as desired. 
To complete the proof, we note that since c6 n a is convex, the map f(x,z) = (x~(x,z),z) 
also carries Q into (c, n a) x BP. Now by hypothesis the map g carries a neighborhood V of 
(x,, ,O) in (c, n a) x BP into g,,(c, n a) x RP. Since f(xo ,O) = (x,, ,O), the set f’-l(Q n V) is 
a neighborhood of (x0 ,O) in (ca n a) x BP which the composite gfcarries into gO(ca n o) x 
RP, as desired. 
LEMMA 1.8. Let h : K + M be a smooth triangulation; let 6 > 0. Let s be an n-simplex of 
K; let a be a face of s of dimension m. Let u, and u, be two coordinate systems about h(8) and 
h(S) respectively, such that ~7 is rectilinear under u,h and S is rectilinear under u,h. Suppose that 
each transverse cell c6 of K is orthogonal under u,h and u,h to each proper face of c’, and that 
each c6 is also orthogonal under u,h to a. 
Then given y < 6, there is a coordinate system ui about h(s) such that ulh(a,) = u,h(a,) 
for each face o. of s, and such that each c, is orthogonal to (T under uih. The map ui equals u, 
outside a given neighborhood ofh( cs , and also within some neighborhood of h(Bd g). )
Proof. We consider R” as the space consisting of those infinite sequences (x1,x2, ...) for 
which xi = 0 for i > m; thus R” is contained naturally in R”. We may assume that 0, u&(o), 
and u,h(a) all lie in R”, for convenience. 
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FIG. 1. 
Let ps be the trivial extension of u,h 10 to an imbedding of 5 x RP into Rm x RP = R”, 
where p = n - m. Similarly, let p,, be the trivial extension of u,h / ~7. Without change of 
notation, extend each to a neighborhood of 5 x R p. Then pi ‘u,, and p; lu, are coordinate 
systems about h(C), and both pi ‘u,h I 5 and p; ‘u,h 1~7 equal the identity. The fact that each 
cd is orthogonal to CJ under u,h implies it is also orthogonal to (r under p; ‘u,h, since pb pre- 
serves orthogonality of planes to R”. From the hypothesis and 1.6, it follows that there is a 
neighborhood WI of Bd r~ such that each cell cy is locally orthogonal to c under p;%,h at 
points of WI n cY n c. 
Let g denote the map (p;‘u,) (pbluO)-‘. Then g is a diffeomorphism of a neighborhood 
of ii in R” with another such neighborhood which ‘equals the identity on c. The local ortho- 
gonality conditions imply that for each transverse cell cy and each y in W, n cy n 0, the 
following holds : 
(*) There is a neighborhood V ofy in (c, n 6) x RP such that g( V) lies in (cy n 6) x RP. 
We will alter g, obtaining a new diffeomorphism g’ whose domain and image are the 
same as those of g, such that 
(a) g’ equals g outside a given neighborhood N of c and in some neighborhood of Bd rr; it 
also equals g on fJ. 
(b) Condition (*) holds with g replaced by g’, for each y in cy n c. 
(c) g’ and g carry pi 1 u,h(o,) onto the same set, for each face a,, of s. 
We will then define u; = pSg’pJ’u, within the neighborhood u;‘p,(N) of h(a), and 
u: = U, otherwise; u: will clearly be a coordinate system about h(S). It follows from (b) that 
each cy is orthogonal to a under ulh. Condition (c) implies that u;h carries each face a,, of s 
onto u,h(a,). The other conditions on U: are easy to check. 
We assume N is small enough that it does not intersect p;‘u,h(~ - St a). 
Construction of g’. Let g be expressed in coordinates by g(x,z) = (X&z), Z(x,z)), 
where x and X are in R”, and z and Zare in RP. Let W, , E,, , P(t), and y(x) be chosen as in the 
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proof of the preceding lemma. Choose tl < E e ; further conditions on a will be given later. 
Whenever (XJ) is in the domain of g, we define 
X&z) = X(x,z) + PWII~) rW_x - XV)I, 
and 
g’(x,z) = (X’(x,z), Z(x,z)). 
Clearly g’ satisfies (a) above. To check (b), let x0 be a point of cy n 6. If x0 is not in W, , 
then y(x) = 1 in a neighborhood of x0, so that g’(x,z) = (x,Z(x,z)) for _Y in this neighbor- 
hood and z small. Then (*) holds for x0. If x0 is in W,, then by hypothesis there is a 
neighborhood V of x,, in (c, n G) x RP such that g(V) lies in (c, n a) x RP. The map 
(x,z) -+ X(x,z) carries Vinto cy n a; since cy n CJ is convex, so does the map (XJ) + X’(x,z). 
Hence g’ carries V into (c, n a) x RP. 
Now we show that if GI is small, g is a diffeomorphism. By direct computation, one 
shows that ~X’/&x(x,z) approximates 8X/8x(x,0) as closely as desired if tl is small enough, 
and that aX’/az(x,z) is bounded independent of c(. Since aZ/i3x(x,z) --t 0 uniformly as z -+ 0 
for x in 5, it follows that for any a > 0, there is an &i(u) > 0 such that det (Dg’(x,z)) approxi- 
mates 
det(aX/&(x,O)) det(8Z/dz(x,O)) = det(Dg(x,O)) 
within a whenever CI < s1 and I(zIJ < s1 . We choose a less than the minimum of det (Dg(x,O)) 
on 6, and we require that a < &r(u). Then g’ is non-singular. Finally, choose sz small enough 
that whenever x is in 5 and I(z[( I I+, then (x,z) is in the domain of g; let C be the set of all 
such (x,z). Let c( < sz . Then g’ maps the closed n-cell C into R”; it agrees with the homeo- 
morphism g : C--f R” on Bd C and is a local homeomorphism at points of Int C. Hence g 
must be a homeomorphism of C onto g(C), by 8.2 of [2]. 
Finally, we need to check (c). If g,, does not have 0 as a face, this is trivial, since g’ 
equals g on co. Suppose cD has 0 as a face. Let X denote the rectilinear simplex u&(a); 
and X0, the face u,h(rr,). Note that u,h and z@ are homeomorphisms of B,, into R” which 
agree on Bd aO. If we can prove that u:h carries crO into the plane of E,,it follows that 
u;h(o,) = C, , since z@ is a homeomorphism. Let (x,2) lie in pi ‘z&a,), and suppose that 
g’(x,z) # g(x,z). Then by the definition of g’, these two points have the same z-coordinate. 
As a result, the z-coordinates of p,g(x,z) and p,g’(x,z) are also the same. Since the former 
point lies in C, , and since the plane of X0 contains all of R”‘, the latter point must lie in this 
plane as well. 
$2. SMOOTHABILITY IMPLIES DEFORMABILITY 
THEOREM 2.1. Let h’ : K-t M and k’ : K -+ N be smooth triangulations, let E > 0, and [et 
us and 11, be coordinate systems such that the transverse cells c, of K are orthogonal to the 
simplices of K under u,h’ and v,k’, as in 1.4. Let f' = k’(h’)-I. Iff’ may be smoothed to a dif- 
feomorphism mod the subcomplex L of h’(K), it may be smoothed to a d@eomorphism mod L 
bchich carries each dual cell h’(z) onto k’(z). 
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Proof. What we prove is that the smoothing g off’ may so be chosen that g carries 
/~‘(?(a)) into k’(c,(a)), for each dual cell z(a). It then follows by an induction argument hat g 
carries h’(T(cr)) onto k’(T(o)): Assuming it true for the faces of 5, g is a homeomorphism of 
the closed m-cell h’(f) into the open m-cell k’(c,), which carries Bd h’(T) onto Bd k’(T); one 
then applies 8.2 of [2]. 
Now any smoothing off’ may be obtained by a step-by-step rocess, redefining the 
map in small neighborhoods of the open n - 1 simplices of h’(K) - L, then in small neighbor- 
hoods of the open n - 2 simplices, and so on. (See Remark 3.2). It will suffice then to 
consider just one step of the process, in which we apply the construction given in $4 of [2] to 
a single simplex. Let $ : M-V N be a diffeomorphism mod J which equalsf’ on J; we assume 
as an induction hypothesis that for some choice 0 < y < 6 < E, r#~ carries each transverse cell 
h’(c,(ac)) into k’(c&(a,J). Let 0 be an m-simplex of 12-‘(J) which is the face of no other 
simplex of h-‘(J); let the obstruction coefficient of 4 vanish on D so that the smoothing 
process given in Case I of 4.1 of [2] may be carried out. We show that the smoothed map 
satisfies this induction hypothesis as well. 
Choose y. < y1 < y and 6 < 6, < d1 < E; choose an n-simplex s of K having 0 as a face, 
We assume 0, u,h’(o), and u&‘(a) lie in the plane R” of the first rn coordinates. Let ps be 
obtained by extending u,h’ 1 ii : 5 -P R” to a neighborhood of 0 in R”, and then extending 
trivially to a diffeomorphism of a neighborhood of 5 in R”’ x Rnmm = R” onto a neighborhood 
in R”. Similarly, let qs be an extension of vsk’ IO. We use p; ‘IA, and q;lv, as coordinate 
neighborhoods of h’(5) and k’(S), respectively. Referring 4 to these coordinate systems, we 
have the map 
II/ = (4;‘Q&,_‘%)- l, 
which carries a neighborhood of 5 in R” into R”, and equals the identity on 5. We apply 4.1 
of [2] to the map $. 
For the moment, consider a single family c, = cb(oO), where IJ,, is fixed and o! c E. Since 
ps preserves orthogonality of planes to R”, each c, is orthogonal to 0 under the map p;‘u,h’. 
In particular, this map carries a neighborhood of cy n D in cy onto an open set Win (cy n o) 
x R*. Because Cy,c cy, there is a neighborhood U, of IJ in R” whose intersection with 
(cy, n CT) x RP lies in this open set W, so that 
(a) Ur n ((cy, n a) x R*) lies in ~;lu&‘(c,). 
Similarly, if U1 is chosen small enough, then 
(b) Ui n (p;‘u,h’(c,,)) lies in (c,, n 6) x RP. 
Likewise, there is a neighborhood U, of 0 in R” such that 
(c) Uz n ((c,, n o) x R*) lies in q,;‘vsk’(ca,), and 
(d) Uz n (q;‘v,k’(c,)) lies in (cd0 n o) x R*. 
Now conditions (a)-(d) are stated for a single family of transverse cells, those transverse 
to CJO. We require U, and U, to be small enough that (a)-(d) hold for each such family 
which intersects 6. 
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Let $(x,z) = (X(x,z>, Z(x,zl), w ere x and X are in R” and z and Z are in RP. h We also 
choose 17, small enough that any map f, , where fO(x,z) = (ax + (1 a)X(x,z), Z(x,z>) and 
0 -< a 5 1, carries U1 into Uz . 
The construction in 4.1 of [2] is carried out by altering $ within U1 . We use the follow- 
ing fact, which is a consequence of (a) and (d): 
(*) IJ carries U, n ((cr, n a) x Rp) into U2 n ((c,, n 0) x R“). 
The$rst modification of $(4.2 of [2]) replaces @ by a map of the form $1(,u,z> = (xi(~), 
Z(x,z)), where X1 is on the line segment between x and X&z). (The x, z-notation is rever- 
sed from that given in 4.2 of [2], but this should cause no difficulty.) Because (cd, n 0) is 
convex and f, carries U, into U, , (*) will still be satisfied if we replace Ic/ by til . All further 
modifications leave the X coordinate strictly alone, altering only the Z coordinate, and 
carrying U, onto tj,(U,); thus (*) is also satisfied by the map $’ finally obtained. 
Conditions (b) and (c) above combine with (*) to show that the resulting map 4’ = 
(q;‘v,)-’ $‘(p;‘u,) will carry h’(c,,) into k’(c,,), as desired. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let f : M -+ N be a combinatorial equivalence. If f may be smoothed 
to a diffeomorphism mod L, then given any neighborhood U of L, f may be combinatorially de- 
formed to a combinatorial equivalence g : M --) N which is a d$eomorphism outside U. The 
converse holds as well; the theorem also holds if the combinatorial deformation is required to 
be strong (i.e. level-preserving). 
ProoJ: We first prove the theorem; the converse follows directly from [5] and is saved 
for later. Remark 3.3 shows that subdividing K does not affect the smoothability off; nor 
does it affect the conclusion of the theorem. Hence we may assume, without change of 
notation, that St J lies in h-‘(U), where J = h-‘(L). By 1.4, we alter h and k by smooth 
isotopies to h’ and k’, so that each transverse cell c, of Kis orthogonaltoeach simplex cr of K 
under u,h’ and v,k’, where U, and v, are suitably chosen coordinate systems about h’(S) and 
k’(s), respectively. This alters f by a combinatorial deformation tof ‘; by 3.1, f ‘is smoothable 
to a diffeomorphism mod L = h’(J). 
For each dual m-cell z of K, let N, = h’(c,) be the smooth submanifold of M containing 
it, as in 1.5. Let K,, be that subcomplex of the first barycentric subdivision K’ of K whose 
polytope is the union of those closed dual cells ? of K which do not intersect J. Let Me = 
h’(&). 
By 2.1, there exists a homeomorphismg’ : A4 -+ Nwhich carries h’(T) onto k’ (t) for each t, 
such that g’ 1 (M - L) is a diffeomorphism. Let h& = h’ 1 KO and let to = (g’)-lk’ 1 KO ; each is a 
smooth imbedding of K, in M. Both hb and t6 carry r into N,, for each z. By 5.3 of [5] or 
10.11 of [6], given any 6 > 0, there are subdivisions K,-j and Kg of K,, , and Sapproxima- 
tions hg:Kd-+M and lg:K6+M to hb and &,, respectively, which are imbeddings, 
which intersect in a full subcomplex, and whose union is an imbedding; they may be chosen 
so that they carry each dual cell r c K, into the submanifold N,. (The lemma quoted is 
stated only for a finite number of transversally intersecting non-bounded manifolds, but it is 
proved just as easily for a collection which is locally-finite.) The usual induction argument 
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shows that they must carry each t onto h’(z), so that in particular they carry I&,( onto M,, . 
The composite (L$)-‘hg is thus a piecewise-linear homeomorphism 4,, of Kc, with itself 
preserving dual cells; let Z$’ be the piecewise-smooth triangulation &(~!~)-‘Zrg: K,, + Ma. 
Given 6, > 0, the above 6 may be chosen small enough that h;;’ is a &-approximation to 
/I& Applying Remark 3.4, one finds that given 6, > 0, 6, in turn may be chosen small 
enough that any &-approximation hb: : KG + M to hb may be extended to a a,-approxima- 
tion h”‘: K”’ + M to h’ which equals h’ on IJ( and carries each set z into N, . 6, may in turn be 
chosen small enough that h”’ is a triangulation; by the usual argument, h”‘(z) = h’(z) for each 
r. Finally, a2 may also be chosen small enough that h”’ is smoothly isotopic to h’ : K”’ + M; 
the isotopy will equal the trivial extension of h’ on J (10.9 of [6]). 
Now $,, is a piecewise-linear homeomorphism of K,, with itself which carries each cell t 
onto intself. A simple induction argument shows that &, may be extended to a piecewise- 
linear homeomorphism 4 of K with itself which preserves dual cells ; Suppose & is extended 
to all the dual m - 1 cells of K. We note that each dual m-cell 5(o) is the join of a combina- 
torial sphere with the point 8, and we extend the given piecewise-linear homeomorphism of 
Bd z with itself radially to a piecewise-linear homeomorphism of Z with itself. (One may 
check that #I automatically equals the identity on J.) The same argument is used to show 
that (b is piecewise-linearly isotopic to the identity; the isotopy is equal to the identity on 
J x I. 
Let us consider the piecewise smooth triangulations h”‘$-r : K + M and k’ : K--t N. 
Let g be the composite k’q+Y’)-l : M --, N. Then g is a combinatorial equivalence of M with 
N. It is a diffeomorphism outside U, for when restricted to MO (which contains M - U), g 
equals 
k’[(C;)-‘h;](h;)-’ = k’[(&)-‘h’;;](h;)-’ = g’. 
Since C$ is piecewise-linearly isotopic to the identity, and h” is smoothly isotopic to h’, 
f’ = k’(h’)-’ . IS s t rongly combinatorially deformable tog. Since fis strongly combinatorially 
deformable tof’, the theorem is proved. 
Proofofthe converse. We prove a slighly strengthened converse. Instead of requiring 
the deformation to exist for arbitrarily small neighborhoods U of L, we shall only assume that 
it exists for some U such that h-‘(8) lies in a polyhedron P in K for which the inclusion 
J + P is a homotopy equivalence, where J = h-‘(L). Since subdividing affects neither hy- 
pothesis nor conclusion, we may assume without change of notation that P is a subcomplex 
of K. Let (6, k, K x I) be a combinatorial deformation between f and g, where g is a dif- 
feomorphism outside U. Then /i (P x 0) contains CJ x 0. 
We construct a combinatorial deformation h’, R’ between f and g such that h’(P x 1) 
contains U x 1 : Let h”’ : (K x I)’ -+ M x I be a &approximation to (h x i) : (K x I) + M x Z 
which equals h on K x 0, such that h”-‘h’ is piecewise-linear. We may assume that (K x 0) 
equals K x 0; choose 6 small enough that R’(P x Z) contains U x I. Let k”’ = k(h)-‘!?; then 
h’, I;’ is the desired combinatorial deformation between f and g. 
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Extend 6’ and k”’ trivially to triangulations (K x R)’ + M x R and (K x R)’ --+ N x R 
respectively. They define a combinatorial equivalence F: M x R --f N x R; Fis also a defor- 
mation mod 
P((K x (-oo,O]) u (K x I)’ u (P x [l&o))‘) 
betweenfandg, since g is a diffeomorphism on M - P. We apply the argument given in 3.1 
to conclude that f may be smoothed to a diffeomorphism f’mod 6’(P x 0)) = h(P). Then 
since the inclusion J-+ P is a homotopy equivalence, we apply 5.1 of [S] to conclude thatf’ 
may in turn be smoothed to a diffeomorphism mod h(J) = L. 
&slARK 2.3. Theorem 2.2 also holds if the conch&on is strengthened torequire that the 
combinatorial deformation equal the trivial extension of h, k on the subcomplex J = h-‘(L). 
All we know about the deformation h”, fi constructed in the proof is that it is strong and that 
it carries each set a x Zinto h(a) x Iand k(c) x Z, respectively, for each G in J. (For during 
the deformation offtof’, we altered h and k on J.) But it is just an exercise in using the 
techniques of J. H. C. Whitehead to modify h” and k” so as to satisfy this additional condition. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let h : K-t M and k : K -+ N be smooth triangulations; let f = kh-‘. 
Let h’ and k’ be triangulations moothly isotopic to h and k, respectively, satisfying the 
hypotheses of2. I. Let M and jI be the dtyerentiable structures on K induced by h and k, respec- 
tively. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(0) There exists a d@eomorphism g : M -+ hJ carrying each dual cell h’(z) onto k’(z). 
(1) f is smoothable to a difeomorphism. 
(la) f is smoothable to a dtreomorphism g satisfying (0). 
(2) f is combinatorially deformable to a diffeomorphism. 
(2a) f is strongly combinatoriaily deformable to a dtFeomorphism g satisfying (0); 
the deformation (h”, I;> may be chosen so that h is the trivial extension h x i of h. 
(3) M is concordant to /3. 
(3a) There is a concordance y between CI and Psuch that each shceK x t isa dtrerentiable 
submanifold of (K x Q. 
Proof. Part of the proof was given in the introduction. Only the implications (1) + (0) 
and (0) * (2a) remain to be proved. The fact that (1) * (0) is the substance of Theorem 2.1. 
f is combinatoriahy deformable to f’ = k’(h) - I, so that f’ may be smoothed to a diffeo- 
morphism; then 2.1 implies that f’ may be smoothed to a diffeomorphism g satisfying (0). 
The implication (0) 3 (2a) follows from the proof of Theorem 2.2 : We take U and L to 
be empty, so that no subdivision of K is required. The proof then proceeds unchanged; it 
constructs a strong combinatorial deformation (h”, c) between f and the specific diffeomor- 
phism g hypothesized in (0). Some additional work is required to obtain the extra condition 
on the combinatorial deformation. We show that it may be chosen so that $ = k x i; the 
other alternative follows by symmetry. 
Let ii(x,t) = (h,(x),t) and k(x,t) = (k,(x),t). Then /to = /I and h, = h”‘&‘, while 
,+, = k and k, = k’ (assuming the notation used in 2.2). The map h : K x 1-t M x lis only 
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piecewise smooth; but k” : K x I -+ N x I is the smooth isotopy given by 1.4, so that f;: is 
smooth on each set 0 x I and carries it onto k(o) x I. Define I? : K x [0,2] + M x [0,2] by 
the equations 
A(x,t) = R(x,r) = (h,(x),t) for O<f<l 
= (h,(k,_,)- ‘k(x),t) for l<tr2. 
We need only to show that ii is piecewise smooth; the theorem will follow, since (fi,k x i) 
will then be a strong combinatorial deformation between f and g. ii is clearly piecewise 
smooth on K x [O,l]. Furthermore, h, is smooth on each simplex of K, since k1 is and 
h, = gA1kl where g is a diffeomorphism. Then hl(k,_,)-‘k is smooth oneach set 5 x [1,2], 
so that ii is also smooth on this set. Hence fi is piecewise smooth on K x [0,2]. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let h : K+ M and k : K + N be smooth triangulations; let f = kh-‘. 
Let c1 and fi be the differentiable structures on K induced by h and k, respectively. Then the 
following are equivalent : 
(1) f may be smoothed to a difleomorphism mod the m-skeleton h(K”) of M. 
(2) The differentiable structures CI and@ on K x 0 andK x 1, respectively, may be extended 
to a differentiable structure y on a neighborhood in K x Z of (K x 0) v (Kp-’ x I) v (K x I), 
where p =n-m. 
Proof Let K’ be the first barycentric subdivision of K. We need to distinguish here 
between the combinatorial equivalences (K,h,k) and (K’,h,k); let us denote them by f and 
f’, respectively. Let L be the image under h of the m-skeleton of the dual cell subdivision of 
K; L is a subcomplex of h(K’). 
We prove first that (1) is equivalent o the statement: 
(la) f’ may be smoothed to a diffeomorphism mod L. 
By 3.2 of [5], the obstructions to smoothing f vanish in dimensions greater than m if and 
only if the obstructions to smoothing f’ vanish in these dimensions. Hence (1) implies that 
f’ may be smoothed to a diffeomorphism f, mod h((K’)“). Now any m-chain of h(K) is 
homologous to a chain carried by L; hence we may choose f; so that the obstruction chain 
A,,&, is carried by L (using 5.3 of [2]). Now zj((K’)“, L) = 0 forj < m (with any coefficients) 
and iL,f; is zero on K’ - L; it follows from the proof of 5.1 of [5] thatf; may be smoothed 
to a diffeomorphism mod L (see the induction hypothesis of that proof). Conversely, if (la) 
holds, then all the obstructions to smoothing f’ (and hence fas well) vanish in dimensions 
greater than m (see 2.5 of [5]). 
(la) = (2). Choose a neighborhood U of L such that U does not intersect h(Kp-‘). By 
2.2, there is a combinatorial deformation F : M x I-+ N x I between f and a combinatorial 
equivalence g such that g is a diffeomorphism outside U; we may assume F equals the trivial 
extension of g near M x 1 and off near M x 0. The differentiable structure y’ on K x I 
induced by F- ‘(k x i) equals CI near K x 0, and it equals p on the complement in K x 1 of 
/r-r(5). In particular, it equals p in a neighborhood of Kp-’ x I. We define y equal to y’ 
in a neighborhood of (K x 0) u (P-r x I) and equal to /I in a neighborhood of K x 1. 
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(2) + (la). Conversely, suppose y exists. Let y’ be the restriction of y to a neighbor- 
hood of (K x 0) v (Kp-’ x Z), A relative version of Hirsch’s basic theorem (3.1 of [l J) 
implies that y’ may be extended to a differentiable structure 6 on K x I. The proof will 
appear in a forthcoming paper by Hirsch and B. Mazur. 
As in the proof in Corollary 2.4 that (3) * (2) there exists a diffeomorphism G : (K x 
Z), -+ K, x Z which equals the identity near (K x 0), . Then(hxi)G:K’xZ+MxZand 
(k x i) : K’ x I--+ iV x Z constitute a combinatorial deformation between f‘and a combina- 
torial equivalence g which is a diffeomorphism in a neighborhood V of h(KP- ‘). There is a 
polyhedron P in K containing M - V such that the inclusion h-‘(L) -+ P is a homotopy 
equivalance. Our result now follows from the converse of 2.2. (Compare the hypothesis 
stated at the beginning 0.’ Lhe proof of this converse.) 
$3. APPENDIX 
The following remarks follow from the techniques of [5] and [6], and are collected here 
for convenience. 
REMARK 3.1. Consider the definition of smoothing which was given in 1.4 of [5]. Let 
f : M + N be a diJ%eomorphism mod L; let fi : M --+ N be a dlfeomorphism od a subdivision 
L; of a subcomplex L, of L; suppose there exists a deformation I: : M x R -+ N x R mod 
some subdivision 9’ of 9 = (L x R-) v (L, x R+) between f andfi . The existence of Fdoes 
not suffice for fi to be cahed a smoothing off, for our definition requires that L; = L, , that 
9 = 9, and that Fequal the trivial extension off on all of L, x R. However, the existence 
of F does suffice to prove that there is a smoothing  off which is a difleomorphism od L1 . 
The proof is a simple adaptation of the proof of 1.6 of [S]. Choose IC so that Fis trivial 
below the level --K -t 1 (i.e., on M x (-03, -~-tl]). Nowp=(Lx(-co, -K]) u 
(L, x [--K, 00)) is a deformation retract of 9, so that 5.1 of [5] applies and F may be 
smoothed to a diffeomorphism G mod f’. (Here $’ is the subdivision off induced by 9”. 
It equals x below the level - rc + 1.) Now G equals F on p itself, so that in particular G 
is the trivial extension off on L, x (- co, - IC + l]. Furthermore, if one analyzes the con- 
struction of G, one finds it may be chosen so that it is level-preserving in a neighbor- 
hood of the slice M x (-K -I-+); this was noted (and was crucial) in the proof of I.6 of 
[5]. The map g we want is the restriction of G to the slice M x (--k. +f); to show it is a 
smoothing off, we merely chop G off above the level (-K + f) and stretch [- k’, - K + 4) 
out to fill [- K, co), just as in 1.6 of [5]. The new map H we obtain will be a deformation 
mod@ x (-co, -rc)) u (L, x [ -IC, a~)) between f and g which equals the trivial extension 
off on L, x R. Shifting H upwards by K gives us our desired result. 
REMARK 3.2. The following is a slight strengthening of Theorem 1.8 of [5] : Let 
f : M--t N be a dlxeomorphism od L, where L has dimension m. Suppose f may be smoothed 
to a difleomorphism f’ mod L, , a subcomplex of L. Then there is a sequence of maps f, , 
fm- 1, . . . . fO, fmi wheref, =f and-f-, =f’, such that (for each j) fj is a d@eomorphism od 
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Li w L, , and fj _ 1 is a smoothing offj which equals&. outside an arbitrarily small neighborhood 
of the open j-simplices of L - L1. 
To prove this, one first generalizes Theorem 1.6 of [S] to prove that if 3irnfis carried by 
L,, then there exists a smoothing off which is a diffeomorphism mod L”-’ v L,. The proof 
given in [5] generalizes immediately; one merely replaces L’“-’ throughout by L”‘-’ u Li. 
One then generalizes Lemma 1.7 of [5], replacing Lm-’ by Lm-’ u L, and concluding that 
d,H, which is defined on m-cells of L - L,, agrees with c,,, there. 
After these preliminaries, the proof of 1.8 given in [5] goes through without difficulty. 
Lm-’ is replaced by L”‘-’ u L1 throughout, and a’,,,Fand ,,,Hare defined only on L - L1. 
REMARK 3.3. Let f: M-t N be the combinatorial equivalence (K,h,k). Let K’ be a 
subdivision of K, and let f’ denote the combinatorial equivalence (K’,h,k). Then f may be 
smoothed to a difleomorphism mod L, if and only iff’ may be smoothed to a dij?eomorphism 
mod L;. (Here L, is the image under h of a subcomplex of K, and L; is the subdivision 
induced by K’.) 
Proof. Clearly there is a combinatorial deformation between f and f’. If f’ may be 
smoothed to g, then there is a composite deformation connecting f to g which satisfies the 
hypotheses of 3.1, with L = h(K). The converse is easier: if F is the hypothesized eforma- 
tion mod (L x R-) u (L, x R’) between f and g, it is also the desired deformation mod 
(L’ x K) u (L; x R+). 
REMARK 3.4. The following is a strengthening of 9.8 of [6] : Let f : K + M be a smooth 
map; M non-bounded. Let KI be a subcomplex of K. Given E(X) > 0, there is a 6(x) > 0 such 
that for any &approximation g1 to f I K,, there is an .+approximation g : K” --, M to f such that 
g equals g1 on jKI[ and equals f outside St(K,,K); the subdivision K” of K may be chosen to 
equal K outside St (K,,K). 
Let {Ni} be a locally-$nite collection of non-bounded transversally intersecting smooth 
submanifolds of M; let {Ji} be a collection of subcomplexes of K such that, for each i, f(Ji) is 
contained in Ni and is closed in M. Zfgl(Jt n K,) c Ni for each i, then we may choose g so that 
g(Ji) c Ni for all i. 
Proof. Each point off(Ji) has a coordinate neighborhood h : U+ R” such that for each 
j, h( U n Nj) is empty or equals h(U) n Pi, where Pi is a plane in R” whose dimension is that 
of Nj . Cover each setf(JJ by such coordinate neighborhoods; cover the complement of the 
closed set uLf(Ji) by coordinate neighborhoods; pass, by shrinking, to a locally-finite cover- 
ing of M. Subdivide Kf?ne enough to K’ that for each simplex IJ of K’, f(5) lies in one ofthese 
coordinate neighborhoods; let E be small enough that g(c) necessarily lies in this coordinate 
neighborhood as well. Let K’be fine enough that St2(lKIj,K’) lies in St(JK,j,K), also. 
Now apply 9.8 and 9.8(c) of [6] to each simplex of K’ lying in St(lKIK,(,K’) - 1KI1 in 
turn, working up in dimension, and obtain an extension of gl. At the end of the process, 
one has a smooth map g : K” -+ M, where K” is a subdivision of K’. Let us choose finally a 
subdivision K”’ of K which equals K” on the closure of St(K,,K’) and equals K outside 
St’(K,,K’). Since g equalsfoutside St(K,,K’), g : IV’-+ M is a smooth map, as desired. 
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